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Development of new memristive hardware is a technological requirement towards widespread neuro-
morphic computing. Molecular spintronics seems a fertile field for the design and preparation of this
hardware. Within molecular spintronics, recents results on metallopeptides demonstrating the inter-
action between paramagnetic ions and the Chirality Induced Spin Selectivity effect hold particular
promise for developing fast (ns-µs) operation times. [Torres-Cavanillas et al, J.Am.Chem.Soc., 2020,
DOI:10.1021/jacs.0c07531]. Among the challenges in the field, a major highlight is the difficulty in
modelling the spin dynamics in these complex systems, but at the same time the use of inexpensive
methods has already allowed progress in that direction. Finally, we discuss the unique potential for
biomolecules for the design of multistate memristors with a controlled -and indeed, programmable-
nanostructure, allowing to go beyond anything that is conceivable employing conventional coordina-
tion chemistry.
1 The need for molecular memristors
Complementary Metal-Oxide-Semiconductor (CMOS) technology
and the von Neumann architecture,1 constitute the fundamen-
tal structure of modern computers and are the basis of virtually
all computing systems. Within the approach proposed by von
Neumann in 1945, a computer is composed of two basic and
separated elements, the processing and the memory units. The
physical separation between these two kinds of elements limits
the efficiency of this architecture in the processing speed of large
amounts of information. This effect, known as the von Neumann
bottleneck,2 hinders applications such as pattern recognition and
big data. Mitigation efforts are underway, including a search for
more efficient computing models. However, humans already have
-and employ- the most efficient computer in terms of speed and
power consumption: the biological brain. With only 20 W of
power consumption,3 the brain is able to process and classify
massive environmental information much more efficiently than
any artificial device up to date. This high-performance process-
ing results from the inner workings of the neurons, as they can
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combine information processing with memory storage in a single
component. This has inspired a huge effort towards Neuromor-
phic Computing: mimicking the behavior of neurons by means of
electronic components and building Artificial Neural Networks.
In this context, memristors are ideal materials for neurohardware
applications due to its ability to retain and process information
like neurons do.4
The memristor is a fundamental and irreducible component in
the theory of modern electronic circuits. On its original formu-
lation in 1971, Chua theoretically formulated a hypothesis about
the existence of the memristor as a fourth passive electronic com-
ponent, at the level of the inductors, resistors and capacitors.5
This component arose from a generalization of Ohm’s law:
v(t) = M(q(t)) · i(t)
where the symbols indicate time evolution of: voltage (v(t)), cur-
rent intensity (i(t)) and charge (q(t)) through the device. M is the
magnitude representing the memristivity.
In practical terms, the characteristic that defines a memristive
material is its ability to vary non-linearly its resistance according
to previous history of voltage applied to it over a period of time,
resulting in the distinctive fingerprint of featuring a pinched hys-
teresis loop in I-V plots, which can display a variety of shapes and
thus give rise to a variety of applications (see Fig. 1, up). This
property called memristivity has been proposed to be the foun-
dation of vanguard computer science, from the design of new
Resistive RAM (RRAM), that can surpass current Flash Disks and
HDDs, to the opening of new in-memory computing paradigms.6
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Integrated memristive devices are considered promising candi-
dates for these applications because they are able to both store
and process information, being able to build neuromorphic units
at the nanometer scale which ensures to reduce, at the same time,
the energetic cost and the size.7
The first memristive material was proposed as late as in 2008
in HP laboratories, and was based on oxygen migration mecha-
nism in the interface between TiO2/TiO2−x.8 In this specific case,
the interface between both inorganic phases acts as a mobile bar-
rier where oxo anions move as a function of the current passing
through the device. The relative position of the barrier between
TiO2/TiO2−x results in different states of resistance. This mech-
anism gives rise to the so-called ’memristive switching’ effect. A
more recent type of memristive materials uses nanoscale spin-
tronic oscillators, a totally different approach, where magnetism
and electronics interplay for building the neuronal units.9 This
route is based on the concept of spin-valve magnetoresistance,
where the total resistance of the Magnetic Tunnel Junction (MTJ)
depends on the relative orientation of a soft-variable ferromag-
net with respect to a hard-fixed ferromagnet.10 Thus, the current
passing through the junction generates a torque on the magne-
tization of the soft-ferromagnet which leads to a spin precession
with frequencies varying from 100 MHz to tens of GHz. These
spin precessions can be converted to voltage oscillations through
magnetoresistance.11 Due to their response to thermal noise, MTJ
have been presented as non-volatile magnetic memories that can
contribute with a certain stochasticity in the resistance transi-
tion. This property has been recently exploited for random num-
ber generation and other noise-based computing applications.12
While this spintronics-based mechanism is physically very differ-
ent from the oxygen ion migration described above, substantially
the result is the same: a process whereby electric current through
a component results in a controllable change of electrical resis-
tance. Indeed, a variety of physical processes can give rise to anal-
ogous memristive behaviors, and different materials have been
found to be more or less adequate for different memristive appli-
cations (see Fig. 1).13,14
Despite the availability of plenty of extended inorganic mate-
rials displaying memristive behavior, practical feasibility is inher-
ently limited by low chemical variability and possible function-
alizations, difficulties in nanostructuration, poor reproducibility
because of large parameter dependencies and limited cycling
endurance.18,19 Alternatively, molecular materials can display
memristivity and potentially excel in some aspects when com-
pared with traditional inorganic materials. First, they allow using
the versatility of molecular chemistry to design new materials or
enhance its physical properties. Second, it permits to reduce the
size and the energetic requirements.20 Third, it improves the pro-
cessability by means of low-cost soft techniques.21–23 Here, we
mention the three molecular memristive mechanisms proposed
so far: (i) Ionic transport-based,17 (ii) Redox-based16 and (iii)
Spintronic-based.15 An evaluation of the main parameters that
characterize the suitability of these mechanisms is depicted in a
spider chart in Fig. 1 down. The strategy proposed in this work is
encompassed in the green category of spintronic-based memris-

























Fig. 1 (Up) Typical pinched hysteresis loops in terms of I-V cycles for:
(orange curve) memristive materials with lower retentention times, thin-
ner hysteresis loops and, probably, higher number of resistive states which
will be more suitable for building a synaptic dynamic element; contrary
to (blue curve) memristive materials with higher retention times and with
lower number of resistive states, more suitable for long memory applica-
tions. (Down) Illustration of the expected critical features for three pos-
sible molecular memristive mechanisms. Green: Spintronic-based15 (the
focus of the present work), red: Redox-based,16 blue: Ionic transport-
based.17
mechanism aforementioned.
2 Metallopeptides: the spintronics pathway to-
wards biomolecular memristors
Biomolecules have already been explored for non-spintronic-
based memristive applications, and there are even proposals for
biomaterial-based artificial synapses, employing materials such as
lignin, collagen and ι-carrageenan,24 although most of the cur-
rent research is still focused on the use of extended inorganic
materials.24–27 Herein we will discuss the progress so far in the
exploration of biomolecules for the design and preparation of
molecular memristors exploiting the spintronic strategy. In par-
ticular, we are interested in a phenomenon called Chirality In-
duced Spin Selectivity (CISS) that is responsible of a notable spin
polarization at room temperature and without the presence of
magnets, when current passes through chiral molecules.28,29 In
fact, in the last decade chirality-based spintronic research has suc-
ceeded in obtaining molecular spin valves that operate in absence
of a hard magnet. In this case, the hard ferromagnetic layer is
replaced by a chiral helix which originates the spin polarized cur-
rent due to the spin filtering produced by the CISS effect.30,31
Within this approach, the magnetic moment of a single-domain
ferromagnetic platelet or nanoparticle gets oriented by the spin
polarized current using the spin torque effect. This achievement
supposed a milestone which confirmed that electronic memory
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elements based on molecular CISS effect could be fabricated. A
further extension of this idea to build neuromorphic units using
molecular chiral materials has been proposed. Particularly, in the
case of Bustami et. al,15 the conductance of the material was
manipulated by inverting the current passing through the platelet
and thus modifying the spin current of the interface. In this ex-
periment, the metallic contacts, coated with chiral molecules, ex-
hibit a coercive field which makes them extremely sensitive to
the spin current magnetization. This work suggested, for the first
time, to build memristive memories by introducing CISS-effect
in a cutting-edge discipline. Although this work showed that its
use as a resisitive RAM (RRAM) is mostly feasible, its computing
capabilities, however, are restricted due to a long magnetization
permanence. As we will see below, using a single paramagnetic
ion instead of a larger single-domain moiety would allow to re-
duce drastically the computing times, opening the door to certain
synaptic applications.32
The CISS effect has been already demonstrated in
biomolecules, from modified aminoacids like L- or D-stearoyl
lysine33 and simple peptides like polyalanine,34 to proteins like
bacteriorhodopsin35,36 or double-stranded DNA.37 However this
has almost exclusively been done for diamagnetic molecules.
On the other hand, spintronics experiments show that it is also
possible to obtain spin-dependent transport through nonchiral,
nonbiological molecules with a single paramagnetic ion.38,39
By combining chiral paramagnetic polypeptides with the con-
cept of spin-valve magnetoresistance, one can have a paramag-
netic ion -or, as we will see below, more than one- playing the
role of the soft magnet whereas the chirality of the molecule, via
the CISS effect, plays the role of the hard magnet, with the com-
bination of both achieving a memristance that depends on the
previous voltage history of the component (see Fig. 2). Obtain-
ing chiral molecules that are at the same time polynuclear metal
complexes with specific coordination sites would be a daunting
chemical challenge, but a unique feature of biomolecules is the
possibility of self-organization into highly complex structures, in-
cluding in this case polynuclear, magnetic, chiral peptides. This
points toward the possibility of using biomolecules for the orga-
nization of multistate memristive building blocks (see Fig. 2).
Choosing biomolecules in this context would open the door to
multiscale complexity, permitting the use of techniques developed
in molecular biology, including recombinant protein technology40
or CRISPR-Cas9.41 These techniques are commercially available
and enable obtaining on-demand peptide sequences and modi-
fications of existing proteins inexpensively, facilitating tailored
molecular modification and multiscale organization as we will ex-
plore in the next section.
Employing paramagnetic biomolecules as memristive compo-
nents is a general strategy that can conceivably be implemented
in many different ways: any metalloprotein is in principle a candi-
date, as are spin-tagged peptides and proteins.42,43 Equivalently,
DNA origami44 could be used for this same goal. Here we high-
light the possibility of using the interaction between the magnetic
polarized current (obtained by CISS effect) and the magnetic mo-
mentum of the coordinated lanthanoid to obtain high-frequency
memristive behavior. The experimental strategy considers a flux
Fig. 2 Schematic functioning of a spintronics multistate memristive de-
vice based on the CISS effect in a paramagnetic molecular material. Let
us start the experiment with the voltage in the ON position for an unspec-
ified but long enough time to guarantee that the magnetic polarization of
the metal ions is maximal due to the interaction with the CISS-polarized
current, and the resistance is correspondingly minimal. A sudden switch
in the voltage to the OFF position, e.g. a change in sign, has two conse-
quences: it starts a relatively slow process of relaxation of the magnetic
polarization, and it instantly increases the memristance to its maximum
value. This sudden jump in the memristance is due to the "wrong"
polarization of the paramagnetic ions, which now opposes the spin polar-
ization of the CISS current. As the magnetic polarization evolves towards
its new equilibrium situation, the memristance decreases too, accessing
a continuum of values, i.e. behaving as a multistate memristance. De-
pending on the timing of the subsequent changes in the voltage between
the ON and OFF values, the time evolution of the magnetic polarization
of the system and of the memristance of the device will present different
shapes; a fine time-control of the voltage allows to achieve any desired
memristance between the ON and OFF limit values.
of spin-polarized current injected through an helical molecule,
considering that the magnetic exchange will effectively polarize
this ion with respect to the current. The key to understand how
an avenue to novel nanospintronics is opened by these complexes
requires thinking about the involved time scales (see Fig. 2). At
long times, the average magnetic polarization of the lanthanide
ion will be determined by the direction of the current, but as long
as one is operating at high enough frequencies (>1 GHz) it will
be determined by the voltage history instead. Since the sign of
the lanthanoid magnetic polarization affects the conductivity, this
means that the conductance of the device effectively depends on
the applied voltage history. In other words, the combination of a
non-negligible magnetic exchange with the CISS effect would pro-
duce a strong magnetoresistance that includes short-time memory
effects. In such a setup, memristor-like nonlinear logic operations
at low voltages under ambient conditions and room temperature
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would be expected. This opens the door to obtain an all-organic
single molecule memristor. As an illustration and because of our
recent positive results with it, here we focus on a particular he-
lical structure: lanthanide ions coordinated by short peptide se-
quences (15-17 aminoacids) known as Lanthanide Binding Tags
(LBT) (see Fig. 3, left).45 These Ln3+-quelating ligands were
originally optimized by Imperiali et al. via the exploration of a
series of peptide libraries, starting from Ca2+-binding motifs of
proteins, with the combined goals of fine-tuning the selectivity of
binding to lanthanide ions and presenting photoluminescence.46
As any short peptide, LBTs can easily be genetically encoded, thus
they are used as luminescent spin tags in controlled protein posi-
tions,47 and a double tagging has also been used to perform non-
disruptive in-cell structural measurements via Double Electron-
Electron Resonance (DEER).48
Following this idea, we recently showcased the combination of
these features in the first report of spin filtering in a solid-state
device based on a self-assembled monolayer prepared with Tb3+
coordinated by an LBT peptide.49 The active role of the param-
agnetic ion was unambiguously confirmed by three independent
experimental approaches: cyclic voltammetry (see Fig. 3, right),
electrochemical impedance spectroscopy and local transport in
solid state devices using liquid-metal drop contacts (see Fig. 4).
In the best conditions, a spin polarization SP = Jup−JdownJup+Jdown × 100 =
−70± 10 was achieved with the contribution of complexed Tb3+
ions, meaning the current density J changed significantly depend-
ing on the spin polarization of the current (see Fig. 4). This value
is close to the maximum spin filtering reported up to date with the
extra advantage of manipulating both filtering sources indepen-
dently.50,51 The next step would be to perform time-dependent
measurements at high enough frequencies to be affected by spin
dynamics.
Fig. 3 Left: Structure of the LBT peptide complexed with Tb3+ (green
sphere). Right: Depiction of one of the the spintronic devices used
to detect the interaction between CISS and the paramagnetic Tb3+ ion
(reproduced with permission from49).
The potential advantages of the approach we propose are di-
rectly related with the design possibilities of magnetic peptides:
(a) switching time, over which we have some control via the
spin dynamics that in lanthanides are governed by the coordi-
nation sphere and (b) number of states, where a higher number
of achievable states correspond to a better synaptic element. This



























Fig. 4 Time-independent spin filtering due to Chirality Induced Spin
Selectivity, showing how the effect is enhanced in presence of a coordi-
nated paramagnetic ion (adapted with permission from49). Left: LBT
coordinating diamagnetic Y3+ Right: LBT coordinating paramagnetic
Tb3+. Top: current density histograms. Center: average current density
vs voltage curves measured under an external magnetic field. Bottom:
Spin polarization as a function of the bias voltage . Red and blue curves
correspond to an external magnet pointing up or down respectively.
can be also completed with a low power consumption, which is
always present while working with spin-electronic degree of free-
dom versus the usual electronic-only information. Finally an ap-
parent disadvantage, in comparison with the redox and ion trans-
port mechanisms (see Fig. 1, down), can appear in the on/off
ratio, a problem which can be addressed designing polynuclear
systems and/or maximizing magnetic exchange. Eventually, a
long-term goal would be to employ the tools of molecular bi-
ology to prepare metallopeptide complexes containing multiple
paramagnetic ions and a certain control over their spin dynamics,
since a long-term requirement for tunable memristor hardware
is to be able to produce materials where one can control the re-
sponse curve. Having more than one paramagnetic ion exchange-
coupled to the CISS-polarized current should allow to enhance
the on/off signal ratio. In turn, the response time of the memris-
tor will be directly related to the spin relaxation time of the metal
ions. Additionally, there is the possibility of influencing the over-
all shape of the response curve as a natural consequence of hav-
ing (i) different magnetic coupling strengths between the spins of
the CISS-polarized current and each of the distinct paramagnetic
sites and/or (ii) different spin dynamics for the different sites.
Either one of the mechanisms will mean that, for a given (exter-
nally controlled) time dependence of the external voltages, each
local spin will display a different time dependence, with distinct
characteristic switching times between its high-resistance state to
its low-resistance state. The different combinations of high- and
low-resistance states within the same molecule, which shall be
controllable by the voltage history, can be expected to influence
the curve shape. Importantly, to achieve these desirable goals
one would not require coordination of different metals, rather,
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both the magnetic coupling with an external field and the spin
dynamics of a single metal ion can be controlled up to a certain
point by adjusting the coordination sphere, as has been shown in
the field of single-ion magnets.52
Having established the long-term roadmap towards the use of
paramagnetic metallopeptides to achieve multistate memristive
behavior, in the next sections we will discuss the state of the art
and the main parts of the work that remains to be done: (a) the-
oretical modelling of the different physical phenomena involved
and (b) experimental pathways to obtain the required systems.
3 Challenges in theoretical modelling of CISS and
spin dynamics in metallopeptides
The theoretical effort ahead us, from the point of view of the
chemical physics would be double: to determine the origin of
CISS effect and its relation with the helical structure and to be
able to model spin dynamics in metallopeptides. Firstly, we need
to better understand the CISS effect, in particular for the case
of peptides. What are the shortest sequences that will produce
the maximum spin selectivity? Secondly, we need to understand
spin dynamics better, and in particular how to control them in
metallopeptides. How to design coordination environments that
achieve the desired spin relaxation times, without compromising
the magnetic exchange between the electric current and the para-
magnetic center?
The CISS effect is a insufficiently explored field from the the-
oretical standpoint, and not even the fundamental physical pro-
cesses at the root of this effect have been definitely determined
yet. Currently, a few approaches have been proposed to study
this effect, although they are still very preliminar.53–65 Although
most of the theoretical effort has focused in uncovering the role of
spin-orbit coupling (SOC) in the CISS effect, a quantum mechani-
cal calculation considering SOC explicitly is still absent. As a basic
preliminar approach, the group of Mujica developed a chiral elec-
tron transport theory based on assigning different spin-scattering
properties to L- and D- enantiomers.53 Other approaches such
as the one proposed by Gutierrez et al., are based on the small
dispersion and low mobility of the charges, which result in an un-
conventional Rashba-like effective spin-orbit interaction.57 At the
same time, progress is being made in terms of operation principles
and design guidelines for chirality-based spintronic nanodevices
and technologies.66 A better understanding and design of these
chiral molecular materials will pave the way for obtaining organic
spintronic devices where the neuromorphic features could be ad-
justed by molecular design.
While modelling the CISS effect will allow improving the cou-
pling of the external voltage with the spin state, and thereby op-
timizing the on/off response in terms of the electrical resistance
of the metallopeptide, the time dependence of said response re-
quires modelling the spin dynamics, which in fact are responsible
of the memristive properties. Indeed, the molecular design of the
memristive behavior requires of control not just over the static
spin Hamiltonian, but also over the magnetic response of metal-
lopeptides in short times. Experimentally, there is a wide experi-
ence in employing different types of spin-tagged biomolecules in
electron paramagnetic resonance,67 however this work has been
focused on the dynamics of the nuclear spins,68 and only sec-
ondary attention has been paid to the dynamics of the electron
spin itself. The fields where electron spin dynamics have been
explored in depth are molecular spin qubits and single-molecule
magnets,52,69 so these are the fields where the relevant tools
will be found. Among the limited work that has been done in
time-dependent theoretical studies of magnetic metallopeptides,
we were recently able to estimate time-dependent spin states be-
tween the femtosecond and the microsecond time scales through
a combination of molecular dynamics and the SIMPRE code70
(see Fig. 5). Further work will be needed for an actual prediction
of the time-dependent spin dynamics as a function of the molec-
ular design, and, in our case, of the applied voltage.
Fig. 5 Calculated time dependence of selected spin states of a TbLBT
complex during a 1 ps trajectory at 300 K (adapted from70). Molecular
vibrations were estimated to cause, via the crystal field, sudden changes
of over 100% in the energy differences between different spin states.
Up: Energy of the upmost excited state within the J = 6 ground
manifold, i.e. total crystal field splitting. Down: energy of the
first excited state i.e. tunneling splitting.
In addition, while lanthanoid complexes are amongst the most
promising compounds in molecular magnetism, their organiza-
tion remains an open problem, so we proposed to employ LBTs
for an extremely specific and spatially-resolved organisation of
lanthanoid ions as magnetic components in nanometric devices,
in the context of quantum computing. Motivated by this goal,
in that germinal work we employed the SIMPRE software pack-
age to evaluate our proposal theoretically for 63 different com-
binations of LBT peptides and lanthanide ions.72 The calcula-
tions performed in that work allowed a preliminary estimate of
the crystal field created by these polypeptides, and thus an order-
of-magnitude prediction of the spin behavior in analogous com-
plexes. In a subsequent work, we explored how different peptidic
sequences can alter the spin energy levels of a complex between a
LBT and a lanthanide ion:71 a limited exploration demonstrated
a change in the ground state merely due to the exchange between
the positions of two coordinating aminoacids, asparagine and as-
partate, in the case of Nd3+ (see Fig. 6). This serves as a "proof
of principle" demonstration of the possibility of effecting signif-
icant control over the spin properties of lanthanides within the
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Fig. 6 Alteration of the peptidic sequence affects the charge distribution and thus the ground doublet (reused with permission from71). Top and bottom
rows refer to original sequence YIDTNNDGWYEGDELLA (employing the one-letter code for aminoacids) and mutant YINTDNDGWYEGDELLA,
respectively. Left: coordination environment, Ln (green), O ( red), N (blue), C (black), and H (pink), highlighting the position of the carboxylate (D)
vs carboxamide oxygens (N); right: estimation of the ground doublet employing the REC model for Nd3+ and for Er3+.
metallopeptide framework by employing molecular biology tools,
which is a first step towards the long-term goal of adjusting their
spin relaxation times as required to achieve the desired memris-
tive behavior.
4 Designing metallopeptide-based tunable memris-
tors
Having established the potential of mononuclear metallopeptides
acting as memristive hardware, the next step is working towards
multi-spin molecular devices to enhance the on-off signal ratio.
Additionally, this could serve to adjust up to a point the overall
shape of the response curve, if this is required for a given ap-
plication. Let us assume a multi-spin biomolecule, where the
different spins present different easy axes of magnetization and
different relaxation dynamics. This biomolecule bearing multi-
ple spins could be magnetically polarized via the application of a
spin current. The result would be a tunable multistate memristive
component as the total resistance would depend on the interme-
diate spin states of the total ensemble. In that situation, it is ob-
vious that different relative orientation of the different spins and
their easy axes of magnetization would result in different memris-
tive behavior. It is equally clear that, for any desired application,
some of these spin structures will be better suited than others.
What we intend to do here is merely to show how it is possible
to link a rather long chain of two different kinds of lanthanide
coordination environments, disregarding for the moment the key
problem of their positions and orientations, which is related to a
wise design of the linkers (see SI section S1).
This molecular biology method allows the extension of the syn-
thesis for longer sequences, acommodating a high number of
spins if needed. As an example and with the purpose of illustrat-
ing the synthetic feasibility of this idea, we discuss herein two ex-
amples: a minimal case of a double spin with two distinct coordi-
nation environments (see SI section S2) and a more complicated
asymmetric chain of 9 spins (nonanuclear metallopeptide) with a
spin-spin separation of about 2 nm and in an arbitrarily chosen se-
quence of coordination environments (see SI section S3). Beyond
the LBT sequence YIDTNNDGWYEGDELLA mentioned above, sev-
eral peptides that also bind lanthanides have sequences that are
closely related (see SI Table S1). The key here will be to combine
two or more instances of LBT, with differences in the coordination
environment: one will be able to combine in a single molecule
two significantly different coordination environments, effectively
achieving a dissimetric dinuclear lanthanide complex, ensuring
an adjustable response curve to rapidly changing voltage. As an
assymetric double-spin metallopeptidic prototype we employed
a novel fusion of two known lanthanide binding subunits with
the mentioned mutation in the coordination sphere (YIDTDNDG-
WYEGDELYIDTNNDGWYEGDELLA), which we note as double as-
symetric LBT or in short daLBT. As an example of paramagnetic
polypeptides that range from mononuclear to nonanuclear in two
diferent coordination environments, an arbitrary DNA sequence
coding for a nonanuclear complex was designed (see DNA and
protein sequence in table S3.1). Note that this allows one to de-
sign a high nuclearity system with no need to respect a simple
symmetry, as it would often happen in coordination chemistry.
Amplified DNA of the chosen sequence could be then sub-cloned,
fused to a GST purification protein, and extracted from E. coli.
Further details as well as reasonable choices for short peptidic se-
quences acting as linkers between the LBT sites can also be find
on the SI.
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Fig. 7 DNA sequence (5’ to 3’) corresponding to the proposed
lanthanide-coordinating nonanuclear LBT protein.
4.1 Further approaches for the biochemical design of
polynuclear metallopeptides
If the goal is to organise multiple spins in biomolecules and em-
ploy their spin dynamics to use them as multilevel memristors
of any desired response curve, there are many possible ways to
achieve this from the perspective of molecular biology. As the
structure of DNA can be controlled up to the level of folding it
like origami,73 and given that DNA also presents CISS effect, at-
taching paramagnetic lanthanide ions to DNA would be an ob-
vious alternative. However, back in the 80s the interaction of
the lanthanide ions with nucleic acids was determined, includ-
ing DNA and RNA, and it was found to be not selective enough
for these purposes.74 Also there were studies of the direct interac-
tion of lanthanoid ions with histone proteins,75 which again show
limited specificity. However, LBTs are more specific, moreover it
is only in LBTs that a spintronic effect has been experimentally
demonstrated due to the interaction between the current flowing
through the chiral biomolecule and the paramagnetic lanthanide
ion.49 For the ordering of LBTs at least two other approaches are
conceivable (for a more detailed discussion, see SI section S4):
(1) ordering on histone proteins tagged with LBTs + DNA, and
(2) ordering on LBT-tagged proteins with repetitive sequences
(see Fig. 8). In either case, a large three-dimensional organi-
sation of spins inserted in a conductive, chiral scaffold capable of
CISS is possible, and this opens the gates to on-demand design
and preparation of multistate memristors based on biomolecules.
∗
Fig. 8 Example protein structures allowing detailed organisation of
peptide-coordinated lanthanoid spins in 3D space. Left: a histone oc-
tamer (nucleosome), with DNA wrapped around it. Right: TALE protein,
wrapped around DNA.
5 Conclusions
We discussed here how the combination of molecular spintronics
with Chirality Induced Spin Selectivity in designer biomolecules is
a potentially fertile field for the design and preparation of mem-
ristive hardware, which in turn is a technological step towards
widespread neuromorphic computing. In a nutshell, paramag-
netic peptides offer a path for tuning the memristive voltage-
current pinched hysteresis loop in terms of slope, area and re-
sponse to driving voltage frequency merely by changing the pep-
tide sequence. Crucial next steps from the theoretical side include
the predictive modelling for the CISS effects in peptides as a func-
tion of their secondary structure and for the time-dependence of
spin states in metallopeptides as a function of the coordination
sphere. Experimentally, the first generation of memristive met-
allopeptides still needs to be characterized as such, but progress
towards the design of the next generation is being made.
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